As Artists we will:
 Talk and comment on Roman style art, giving reasons for
our opinions.
 Plan and select materials to produce a Roman mosaic,
considering colour and pattern when producing symmetry.
 Produce tone and texture using a range of sketching
techniques to produce a drawing of a Roman statue.
 Appreciate the importance of art to the Romans and
consider how it was used to demonstrate importance in
society.
As Geographers we will:
 Gain an understanding of the spread of the Romans across
Europe.
 Investigate how the Romans colonized places.
 Discover geographical improvements that the Romans
made.



Discover geographical improvements that the Romans
made.People we will:
As Sports



Explore, practice and develop our coordination, speed and
accuracy skills during tennis and ball control.
PE is on Tuesdays and Wednesdays for Rowan. Please
ensure children have the correct PE kit.

As Technologists we will:
 Select and use a range of materials to create a Roman
temple.
 Accurately assemble, join and combine materials.
 Show safety and control when using equipment.
 Evaluate and use this to inform planning.

As




Internationally Minded People we will:
Learn about Christianity. (RE)
Learn about beginning and belonging. (PSHE)
Learn and use the vocabulary for numbers,
food and introductions in French.
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As Mathematicians we will:
 Read, write and partition numbers to ensuring
correct use of place value names.
 Order and compare numbers using greater
than and less than signs.
 Become more fluent in our times tables.
 Estimate numbers on a number line
 Add and subtract mentally, solving missing
number problems.
 Become more secure when using formal
methods of addition and subtraction.
 Solve problems relating to all of the above.

As Historians we will:
 Know about the main events, dates and
characteristics of the Roman Empire.
 Plot the Roman period along a timeline.
 Know about the lives of people in this period.
 Discover key events and the key people of the
period.
 Discover how the Romans have influenced the
world around us.
 Understand that the past can be considered in
terms of different time periods.
 Understand that the past has been recorded in a
variety of different ways.
 Gather information from a range simple sources
and collect this information together.
 Give some reasons for particular events and
changes.

As Writers we will:
 Use rich vocabulary to make our writing more
interesting.
 Take our inspiration from ‘The Secret World of
Polly Flint’ and ‘Journey’.
 Learn to use similes and other literary
techniques.
 Investigate and learn spelling rules for regular
past and present tense.
Remember to practice spellings every day and
complete spelling tasks. Spellings and homework will
be handed out on a Friday and Homework is due in
on a Tuesday.
Spelling Tests will be on a Friday.

